
Digital photography: pictures of tomorrow, John J. Larish, Micro Publishing Press, 1992, 0941845087,
9780941845083, 208 pages. An electronic-imaging pioneer offers his unique insights to an authoritative
discussion of the key ingredients, numerous applications, and exciting future of electronic imaging. Topics
include: digital-photo equation; capturing and storing photographs; processing images; creating pages using
digital photographs and type; and more.. 
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Que's Macintosh multimedia handbook , Tony Bove, Cheryl Rhodes, Aug 1, 1990, Computers, 432 pages.
Written by noted authorities Bove and Rhodes, this handbook introduces desktop multimedia presentations:
graphics, video, sound, and animation..

The Graphic designer's basic guide to the Macintosh , Michael Meyerowitz, Sam Sanchez, 1990, Computers,
144 pages. A guide to using the Macintosh as a graphic design tool outlines a plan for replacing studio tools
and techniques with the computer system.

Digital Photography Pocket Guide , Derrick Story, 2004, Computers, 113 pages. Today's digital cameras are
affordable and provide quality images that rival their traditional film counterparts. Because digital images are
easier to share, and because you ....

Professional digital photography , Bill Erickson, Frank J. Romano, 1999, Computers, 317 pages. The first
comprehensive guide to levering the power of digital photography for graphics, design, and communications
professionals. The guide reviews the entire "imaging Chain ....

Desktop Publishing in Color , Michael Kieran, 1991, Computers, 394 pages. A definitive reference that brings
clarity to the theoretical and technical issues of desktop publishing in color, and provides practical techniques
and solutions for the ....

Digital magic with Microsoft Picture it! , R. K. DeVerniero, Peter Kelly, 1997, Computers, 217 pages. Picture
It! is Microsoft's new home digital imaging product, produced in partnership with Kodak and HP. This is a
low-cost version of Photoshop and can be used to create ....

High-resolution graphics display systems , Jon Peddie, 1994, Computers, 264 pages. .

Making Art on the MacIntosh II , Michael Gosney, Linnea Dayton, 1989, Computers, 323 pages. Surveys the
Macintosh II's graphic capabilities, describes the features of specific graphics programs, and discusses fonts,
dip art, desk accessories, and mass storage.

Digital Photography , Alan Buckingham, 2005, Digital cameras, 72 pages. Give your best friend a tiger's head
or get rid of nasty red-eye! A fun, practical guide to digital photography that also includes software to create
amazing effects. A free 30 ....

Start with a digital camera the indispensable guide to getting the most out of your digital camera, John Odam,
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Mar 13, 2003, Computers, 182 pages. Explains how to take professional digital photographs and offers advice
on maximizing the impact of digital photographs in advertising, art, and graphic design..

Electronic photography , John J. Larish, 1990, Photography, 271 pages. .

A Guide to Image Processing and Picture Management , A. E. Cawkell, 1994, Computers, 233 pages. The
value of convenient picture management has been appreciated for many years, and many useful books and
articles have been written on the subject. However, the advent of an ....

Getting started in computer graphics , Gary Olsen, 1993, Computers, 147 pages. Revised and updated, this
computer graphics primer introduces readers to the drawing and illustration possibilities of the average PC and
includes information on photo/image ....
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